Merge Reporting™
Complete End-to-End Workflow Needs Using New Merge Solutions
“...Merge’s latest
report automation
technologies
will save your
organization

75 minutes
per day per
Radiologist...”

As a comprehensive workflow and clinical resulting solution, Merge Reporting
is specifically designed to complete your radiological exam lifecycle.
The foundation of Merge Reporting is based on industry proven technologies
that have been available in the market for over 15 years.
Using cutting edge integration technologies to exchange data, Merge
Reporting will seamlessly plug into your PACS system. Once data is being
shared, Merge Reporting is capable of automatically launching in context,
and injecting clinical data directly into the report. This results in a more
accurate report, a more efficient radiologist, a more effective turnaround
time, and a more satisfied referring physician.
An independent study reports that Merge’s latest report automation
technologies will save your organization 75 minutes per day per radiologist,
improve accuracy by avoiding 86 errors per day, and has been found to
decrease fatigue for the radiologist. This automation results from tight
integration of Merge’s RIS, PACS, and reporting systems.

Merge Reporting
Two-click reporting and tracking to optimize your costs.
With Merge Reporting you can...

Clinical Resulting
This industry proven solution for
workflow and clinical reporting,
provides you a state-of-the-art
speech engine for voice recognition,
or for standard dictation and
transcription needs.
Referenced Clinical Guidelines
Report templates include built-in
referenced clinical guidelines, and
are highly optimized based on
input from more than one thousand
physician users.
Making Better Informed Decisions
Experience fast, accurate
presentation of all relevant clinical
data, which can be selectively
mapped into the clinical report. This
includes data ingestion from HL7,
XML, DICOM SR, and forms. As a
result, this saves time, avoids errors,
and produces reports optimized for
clinical quality and billing compliance.
Built-in, customizable, template
specific clinical guidelines and
reference data enhance report
quality and efficiency.

Optimized Technologist Workflow
Technologists are automatically
provided exam-specific checklists
& forms per exam- whose content
can be automatically injected into
clinical results.
MQSA Compliant
A MQSA compliance and high-risk
tracking solution includes reporting
for all breast imaging modalities.
Peer Review
Integrated in the reading physician’s
routine workflow, this feature helps
your organization exceed ACR and
Joint Commission accreditation
requirements for reviewing
professional practices.
Report Delivery
Based on preference, communicate
results via fax, email, HL7 interface,
or web distribution with or without
manual intervention.
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